FELSŐFOKÚ (C1) MINTAFELADATOK AZ EGYNYELVŰ TÁRSALKODÓ SZÓBELI VIZSGÁN

ELSŐ FELADAT: INTERJÚ (INTERVIEW)
Néhány példa interjú-kérdésekre felsőfokon:
FAMILY LIFE
How have family patterns changed in the past few decades?
In your opinion what is the ideal age to start a family? Why?
What family values you consider important? Why?
SPORT
What are the advantages, disadvantages and risks of becoming a professional athlete?
Do you think Hungary should host the Olympic Games in the near future? Why?
What do you think of football hooliganism?

MÁSODIK FELADAT: SZEREPJÁTÉK (ROLE PLAY)
Examinee:

Your English friend (the examiner) is telling you that yesterday he/she read in
a newspaper that three Hungarian teenagers had burgled a house. Discuss the
problem of juvenile delinquency in Hungary with your friend.

Examiner:

You are the exminee’s English friend currently living in Hungary. Yesterday you
read in a newspaper that three Hungarian teenagers had burgled a house. Tell
your Hungarian friend what you read and discuss the problem of juvenile
delinquency in Hungary with him/her. Ask the examinee the following
questions:
“How serious a problem is juvenile delinquency in Hungary?”
“What could be the reasons for juvenile delinquency in Hungary?”
“How should young offenders be punished? Should they be imprisoned?
Why?”
“Whose responsibility should it be to reduce cases similar to what I read about
in the newspaper? What can these people/organizations do to be efficient in
tackling the problem of juvenile delinquency?”
“Who could do something to reintegrate young offenders in the society and
how could it be done?”

HARMADIK FELADAT: ÖNÁLLÓ TÉMAKIFEJTÉS (PRESENTING A TOPIC)

Az alább megtekinthető felsőfokú (C1) önálló témakifejtés-mintában a téma a SPORTS, majd
ezt követően a három választható irányítási szempontot olvashatja, melyek közül legalább
kettőt kell kifejtenie monológja során. A képekről nem kell beszélnie.
Now look at the following pictures and ideas. You will have one minute to prepare and
then two minutes to talk about the topic. Talk about at least two ideas. The pictures are
here only to help you.
SPORTS




healthy body = healthy mind?
sport as a profession
sport and socializing

